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welcome to visit yue yang tower,first i want to ask you a question

who make the yueyang tower so famous.?so if u want to know is

more clearly please follwo me ,yueyang tower lies in the west of

yueyang city.nearby the dongting lake,it is one of three famous

towers in china together with yellow crane tower at wuhan hubei

provice and kingteng pavilior at nanchang jiaxi provice.dongting is

one water of the world ,yuehyang is the tower of the world from the

ancient to the present ,all the chinese people have a strong desire to

visit yueyang tower.the yueyang tower was originally constructed in

214AD(the tang dynasty) its said that the site was once a platform

just for the wu kingdoms general lushu to train his naval troops ,on

the dongting lake during the yuan, ming and qing dynasty,it was

repaired and rebuilt for many times,the current structure was rebuilt

in the qing dynasty and was renovated in 1893ok this is the yueyang

tower stand here ,we can see the main building has three stories with

21.35 meters in height, its made of wood without any metal nails

,there are four huge nangmu pillars mostly support the upper floor,at

each layer around the main building are open corridors decked with

flat seat every roofing corner with a system of beaudifully carced and

printed wood brackets ,the style of the whole building can be

sumrized as "pure wood.four poles .three stories and flying eares" so

we call "yueyang is the tower in the world"now lets go into the



tower.In the first floor this is the famous carved screen of "remake of

yueyang" Its made of 12 blocks of purple sandalwood .For many

years ago.because the yueyang tower is extremely attractive many

scholarly vistors and civilians with literary background they

expressed their feeling with literaturs .so a lot of poems and essays

had been created at the time ,the yueyang tower was gradually well

now in chinaBut who made the tower even better known in the

fourth year of qingli song dynasty tengzijing was appointed at Baling

jun .he had done many good things for the common peopleFirst

,diked to prevent the flood of dongting lake .second started to

cultivated the talents ,Third rebuilt the yueyang tower and inscribed

many poems on the walls of the tower .mr teng said"there must be an

excellent essay that could match the popwlarity of yueyang tower" so

mr teng invited his dear friend fangzhongyan to compose an essay.So

this is the" remake of the yueyang tower "the whole essay has only

368 characters but in china this essay has been deeply rooted in the

chinese peoples mind from generation to generation .especially these

words"a leader shou play and worry a head of people and enjoy the

fruit after the people"thes express a very strong altruistic and patriotic

feeling from then on yueyang tower became widely hansclod in

china.please follow me to the second floor its very surprise for you to

find another carved sereen" remarked of yueyang tower in fact one of

them is fake but which one is original?screen in the first floor is

replica if you look carefully you will find one of the charctars in the

replica is shorter than the truth.Ok we have come to the third floor

this is the shortest couplet in yueyuang tower just 8 scripts contrast to



the longest one in the first floor when we stand at the third floor what

we have enjoyed is just like what the shortest couplet expressed the

tower offered a special feeling mixed by the inposing landscape of

dongtingthere is a screen here "climbing yueyang tower"which is

written by a famous poet dufu when we read the brilliant poem lets

imagine"in late autumn everything is gloomy the poor and old poet

climbed to the top of the tower .everything he saw made him sosad

and with e=tears in his eyes.he wrote the poem so today we have

climbed to the tower how about you feeling ?Im sure you will have

different opinions because the weather is sunny .the lake is calm and

the work of yourself is sucessful.together the beautiful scenerg and

feeling the lod cultural of china everything is so good.so lets cherish

this precious feeling in our heatr.in a word ,yueyang tower is a

unique combination of artistic value constructions and

sculptures.OK so much for this ,thanks for your cooperation and
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